John calvin has exercised a tremendous influence and his theology has played an important part in the development of the christian tradition. the commemoration of the 500th calvin anniversary in 2009 offered an opportunity to revisit his theological heritage during the 8th conference of the International reformed theological Institute (IrtI). the conference was held in France, and hosted by the Free Faculty of reformed theology, now called 'Faculté Jean calvin,' in aix-en-provence. the aim of the conference was to look back at calvin's theology from the perspectives of current christianity and the reformed tradition in particular and trace his influence in the different contexts of the approximately hundred participants, scholars and students from all over the world.
paul Wells, from aix-en-provence, opened the conference with an analysis of calvin's paradoxical legacy. a remark by this lecturer-that calvin was a "scarecrow" because of his character and his polemics-found its way to a headline in the dutch Reformed Daily.1 this volume shows that much more can be said about his influence and legacy in and outside of France.
there are at least three ways to revisit calvin. In the first place one can turn to the sources and analyze calvin's theology, either by closely reading the reformer or by studying his sources. a different approach pays more attention to the present context and returns to calvin's theology from that perspective; revisiting calvin then means assessing his theological heritage in order to apply that to contemporary theological issues. Finally, one can also carefully listen to how others have understood the reformer. We are not the first readers of his theology and the way others have understood and interpreted him can offer new insights into our own understanding and to the application of his heritage for our own context. the contributions to this volume all fit into one of these categories, although in some of them more than one perspective is chosen.
henk van den belt
The Visitation of Christ the early lutheran and reformed churches replaced the hierarchical structure of the regional church by a system of church visitation, the first one initiated by luther and melanchthon in the electorate of saxony in 1527. also, from geneva regular church visitations were conducted in the surrounding villages as a way of monitoring the evangelical character of the region, for which geneva functioned as a model.2 this practice expressed the mutual responsibility of the evangelical churches. 'revisiting calvin' is in some respects similar to a church visitation of the historical roots of the reformed tradition, with the question in mind as to how the spiritual life of early modern christianity can still be inspiring today.
calvin does not use the verb revisitare in his works,3 but he knew the verb visitare from his latin Bible. commenting on christ's true humanity in the Institutes, he turns to psalm 8:4 where visitare has the meaning of remembering. "What is man that thou art mindful of him, and the son of man that thou visitest him?"4 discussing christ's descent into hell a few chapters later in the Institutes, calvin claims that the power of christ's death is so great that he penetrated even to the dead; "godly souls enjoyed the present sight of that visitation which they had anxiously awaited."5 apparently, the essence of old testament faith is waiting for god, or more specifically waiting the visitation of god in christ. although those who died in this expectation did not obtain their desire, they received a glance of christ's victorious death. regardless of the truth in that claim, calvin's explanation is a nice example of his understanding of the unity of the old and new testaments. However, it also shows that the incarnation of christ is the core of the gospel. He became as weak and frail as all the
